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CACI has amassed nearly four decades of experience providing critical 
mission assurance launch services and day-of-launch operations in support 
of national security space launch (NSSL) missions. Through our experienced 
cadre of launch operations personnel based in California, Colorado, Florida, 
and Virginia, CACI has fulfilled critical launch and range tasks where needed. 
Our expertise includes launch control, test engineering, operations, software 
development, independent verification and validation (IV&V), and day-of- 
launch countdown. 

Our team is deeply experienced in count operations support, telemetry and 
antenna systems operations and sustainment, communications, security, and 
associated roles in support of launch and range activity. Our team members 
also hold several clearance levels to support commercial, civil, and NSSL 
missions. 
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Find Career Opportuni� es at:
h� p://careers.caci.com/

Connect with us through social media:

CACI’s approximately 22,000 talented employees are vigilant 
in providing the unique exper� se and dis� nc� ve technology 
that address our customers’ greatest enterprise and mission 
challenges. Our culture of good character, innova� on, and 
excellence drives our success and earns us recogni� on as 
a Fortune World's Most Admired Company. As a member 
of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 
Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently 
deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.
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Features
 ■ Expert worldwide range and launch 

operations support

 ■ Rapidly deployable teams located near 
major U.S. spaceports

 ■ Surge capacity to augment existing 
operation teams

 ■ Experienced cleared personnel 
to support any mission security 
requirements

 ■ Space situational awareness expertise

 ■ Industry leader in development, 
operations, and sustainment of day-of- 
launch display systems for countdown 
and count operations 

 ■ Industry leader in critical mission 
assurance launch services

Benefits
 ■ Rapid access to experienced launch 

operations personnel to enhance team 
staffing

 ■ Increased and enhanced mission 
assurance — ensuring successful launch 
vehicle and satellite vehicle missions 

 ■ Rapid problem solving and anomaly 
mitigation with turnkey, capable launch 
teams and solutions ready to go

 ■ Augmentation for key range and 
mission operations and sustainment 
needs when requirements demand – 
saving customers the cost of overhead 
and permanent staffing  

Agile, Responsive Range and Launch Capabilities and Expertise
CACI experts provide complex mission planning from pre-launch mission 
flight analysis to on-console, day-of-launch management. Our planning and 
operations tools enable real-time status checks – from pre-flight fueling and 
system checkout, through on-orbit operations, to satellite vehicle separation. 

The CACI mission tool suite is also expanding to accommodate future launch 
systems, including small satellite constellations and remote range launch 
site operations and sustainment, with significantly reduced timelines.

Resilient Ground Enterprise Solutions
CACI has decades of experience sustaining, operating, and developing space 
mission capabilities and ground infrastructure. Our Agile development 
methodology includes highly automated testing for lean adaptation to 
changing requirements and fast turnaround. As our customers seek to 
maintain mission operations during limited range availability, our experts 
are laying the groundwork for the delivery of ready-now range and launch 
operations personnel and technical capabilities.


